
Analyst/ Associate 

 
Who we are: 
Ikarus Capital is an M&A and financing advisory boutique focused on the renewables and 
clean power markets in the UK, Europe and Emerging Markets, based in Richmond-upon-
Thames near London. 
 
We have been around for 10 years and have completed 45 transactions totalling approx. 
€2.4bn in transaction value.  We are currently busier than ever before.  Our typical clients are 
project developers raising debt and equity for solar or wind projects (either at the project 
level or at the corporate level), asset owners looking to divest or re-finance projects, and/or 
investors seeking to buy or finance renewables assets in operation or under construction.  
Most of our transactions are in the solar or wind sectors, but we are also active in adjacent 
sectors, including battery and other forms of energy storage, hydro and bio-energy / energy 
from waste. 
 
We are now looking to bring one Analyst and one Associate into our team to meet our 
expanding deal-flow.  
 
What you should expect:  

- Participate actively in deal execution with core responsibility of developing and/or 
updating project specific financial models 

- Analyse project economics and suggest improvements 
- Prepare presentations, analyse due diligence material 
- Research deal specific information from public information online 
- Participate in client meetings 
- Assist in preparation of marketing pitchbooks and related materials 
- Over time, opportunities to originate and develop your own transactions and 

relationships 
 

We offer competitive remuneration, flexible working arrangements and, as a lean team 
which punches considerably in excess of our weight, opportunities to gain client and 
transaction exposure and experience far earlier and across a broader range of disciplines 
and aspects than in larger investment banks or advisory firms.  

 
What we are looking for: 

- Bachelor or MA in Business Administration, Economics, Natural Sciences, Engineering 
or related field of study 

- Numerate and strong analytical skills 
- Enthusiastic, self-motivated & curious about renewable energy and the energy 

transition 
- Proficiency in MS Excel, particularly cashflow modelling (and good knowledge of MS 

Office products) 
- English required, with other languages (Spanish, French, Italian, German) highly 

beneficial 
 



- For the Associate level position, we expect 2-3 years of relevant prior experience 
gained in an investment bank, financial advisory or accounting. 
 

- For the Analyst level position, we are happy to consider graduates or individuals with 
1-2 years experience. 

 
For further information please contact Andre Gentil-Kraatz at Andre@ikaruscapital.com 
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